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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, MR. DUNSTAN, OPENING MARDEN COURT SHOPPING 
CENTRE. 17.8.74 

Mr. Nucera, The Italian Vice-Consul (Dr. Provenzo), ladies and 
gentlemen : 

Thank you very much for inviting me to open the new Marden Court 
Centre. Thank you,too, for so readily agreeing to defer the 
opening for a few days to permit me to do so. As you know I'd 
planned to be here last Wednesday but, unfortunately, the Premiers' 
Conference in Canberra made that impossible. 

I particularly wanted to be here because Marden Court is a development 
which, in many ways, encapsulates what has been going on in the 
Marden, Norwood, St. Peters area in recent years and which makes 
it such an attractive alternative to travelling into the city. 

It used to be thought that the suburbs were solidly residential 
except for basic food supply shops catering for a captive market of 
housewives. 

That never really was true of this area and it's spectacularly untrue 
today. 

It's the suburbs which contain the range of speciality shops 
supplying goods and services of quality which gives them access to 
a market well beyond the immediate obvious economic catchment area. 

For instance, I think it's obvious that the standard of the Finnish 
craftware available here will bring customers from well beyond this 
area and that the same is also true of the diversity of home 
decorating materials available here. 

Another attractive feature of this Centre is that it incorporates a 
restaurant - something which a few years ago would have been a 
startling novelty outside the city but which, happily, is no longer 
the case. 

It's balanced, properly planned development of this kind, ensuring 
that suburban communities have their own life and character which 
the Government has been working to achieve over the past four years. 
It's gratifying and heartening to see it paying off here. 
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The other way in which Marden Court is such a good example of 
development in this area is that it is yet another instance of 
migrant - and especially Italian migrant - enterprise and success. 

Mr. Nucera and his wife have been here since 1956 and in his progress 
from starting out as a labourer to the completion of this project 
today he typifi es the tenacity, the sheer hard work and the imagination 
that characterises the Italian community. 

It's a continuing source of pride to me that as Member for Norwood 
I represent a large number of South Australian of Italian origin 
in the Parliament and a matter of very great satisfaction that I'm 
able to count so many of them as my friends. 

So, Mr. Nucera, again thank you for asking me here today both as 
local Member for the district and as Premier. I know that I'll 
soon be back in another role - that of customer. Marden Court 
is a most valuable addition to the facilities of this area and I 
have very much pleasure in officially declaring it open. 
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